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Ten good reasons why you 
should use a FARE® umbrella 
to advertise your brand:

1. Effective Your brand or message is widely publicised

2. Useful Always with real added value

3.  Versatile Whether as a present, as a merchandising article, or for sales promotion 

4.  Flexible Plenty of scope for creative ideas and individual design, both subtle or striking

5.  Durable Enduring advertising impact for months and  
years due to high-quality materials 

6.  Striking Very few other promotional items offer so much 
space in which to showcase your brand

7.  Stylish From the cheery colours to the tone-on-tone details – 
umbrellas are true fashion accessories

8.  Emotional Umbrellas are a tactile form of advertising, 
which appeal to all the senses and therefore promote emotional attachment

9. Cheap Make a great advertising impact, even with a small budget

10.  Excellent Many models have won various awards for their design, 
sustainability and originality

FARE – Guenther Fassbender GmbH
Stursberg II 12 | 42899 Remscheid (Germany)
Tel +49(0) 2191/6 09 15-0
Fax +49(0) 2191/6 09 15-20
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You just need to decide 
whether brand creativity 
is a priority, or ...

... you want to sustainably 
advertise your company, or ...  

... you want to show 
appreciation with a 
high-quality gift. 

We will find the right 
umbrella for you! 

Icon explanations

Under this slogan, we are proud to present new, popular and unusual 

umbrella designs by FARE®. 

Everyday, the creative people at FARE® work enthusiastically to produce the 

perfect umbrella design for each target group – from established bestsellers to 

the sustainable and outstanding ÖkoBrella, to FARE® iAuto, the technical highlight 

which opens and folds electronically. This helps umbrellas to remain exciting, and 

to continue to surprise with fresh ideas, which put big names and small brands in 

the limelight. 

Each of the umbrellas shown here has the potential to be adapted and turned into 

a unique representative for your business. Your service partner will be happy to 

help you to choose the right model, and to show you the many different advertising 

and finishing options. Custom-made products according to your personal ideas are 

also feasible.

Be inspired by the wide variety of the FARE® range – whether you are still looking 

for the right umbrella with which to advertise your brand, or you already have a 

concrete idea.

We are looking forward to introducing you to the exciting world of umbrellas 

through the FARE® Stylebook! 

a  Umbrella opens at the push  

of a button

z  Umbrella opens and closes  

at the push of a button

w  Windproof system

d  Diameter

Enjoy the RainEnjoy the RainEnjoy The rain 
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Why choose branded umbre llas from FARE®? Why choose branded umbre llas from FARE ? 
As an owner-operated family business, we have been 

enthusiastic about umbrellas for over 60 years! Today, 

thanks to innovative ideas and the highest quality 

requirements, we are one of the world’s leading 

umbrella specialists. Our products are characterised  

by their high processing quality and their durability.

Many FARE® products are TÜV tested
We offer security you can rely on: TÜV Rheinland Products 

GmbH subjects selected FARE® umbrella models to strict 

quality testing. From user-friendliness, to the stability of 

the frame, to the wind-proofing, our umbrellas have to 

pass a range of tests. Once the TÜV certification has been 

awarded, the production facilities are inspected annually. 

This guarantees consistently high product quality, which 

meets both your and our requirements.

In many cases, these are made entirely or partially out of 
fibreglass – for increased flexibility (windproof features)  
up to a turn around capacity which protects against damage 
(windproof system)

Mainly simply metal ribs with a so-called U profile, which can  
bend when dropped or dried

Ribs

Optimally treated – for best-possible water resistance, and 
in part water and dirt-repellent, with original Teflon™ fabric 
protector or nanotechnology

The partially coarse-meshed qualities do not allow uniform sealing

Surface finishing 

Manually opened, barring a few exceptions, with a safety  
runner to avoid injury. Many models are automatically opened,  
or equipped with an automatic open/close function

Often the simplest mechanism with high risk of jamming

Technology

High-quality materials, often made of hardened aluminium, 
galvanised steel or fibreglass

Simple steel shaft that can corrode quickly, causing it to rust  
or even to break

Shaft

Why choose branded umbre llas from FARE®? 
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Why choose branded umbre llas from FARE®? Why choose branded umbre llas from FARE ? 
FARE® umbrellas are resilient 
Our top models are equipped with a reliable windproof 

system. The highly flexible frame turns inside out in heavy 

gusts of wind, before the ribs break or the cover is ripped 

out of its fixing. Most standard models also have windproof 

features for better wind stability – and effectively keep out 

slight draughts to strong breezes! 

FARE® watches out for harmful 
substances 
Renowned and accredited testing institutes test our 

products according to the REACH (Registration, Evaluation, 

Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals) criteria. We – and 

you – can therefore ensure that all relevant legal hazardous 

material directives have been taken into account and 

implemented. 

FARE® products are produced under 
humane conditions 
A protective cover for you – and everyone involved in the 

production process: As a member of the BSCI (Business Social 

Compliance Initiative), we are committed to complying with 

the code of conduct that governs ethically unobjectionable 

supply chains. The aim is to improve working conditions by 

fostering responsible behaviour, particularly in terms of the 

discrimination of women and the abolishment of forced  

and child labour. 

www.bsci-intl.org/content/bsci-code-conduct

Predominantly attached, partially rounded tips, which can  
be attached again and again to the ribs of the umbrellas;  
usually permanently riveted to AOC umbrellas 

Often poorly sewn or even just clamped on, meaning that the  
cover can break, or that the exposed rib tips pose risks

Tips

Barring a few exceptions, the cover is made of dimensionally 
stable polyester pongee, which is characterised by an above-
average close-meshed weave, and pleasant look and feel

Often simple nylon (polyamide) that expands when wet and is less 
UV-resistant, or translucent polyester material

Cover

Cheap advertising umbrella

FARE® brand umbrella

Why choose branded umbre llas from FARE®? 
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From an umbrella to individual advertising

One umbrella, many possibilities! Each FARE® umbrella offers plenty of space for personal promotional labelling. 
Creativity is in no way limited to the umbrella panels. The handle, closing strap and protective sleeves are also 
versatile. Cutting-edge finishing processes make this possible. Each umbrella is therefore a true eye-catcher, 
and a perfect ambassador for your brand!

Transfer printing
This means that photo-realistic motifs or motifs with very fine screens 
and gradations can be perfectly implemented with transfer printing. 
With this technique, the motif is printed onto a carrier film first and 
transferred onto the cover by means of heat. 

Colormagic®

An exceptional way to turn dreary grey, rainy days into a happy event 
is with Colormagic® printing. As soon as the surface gets wet, the 
white Colormagic® print becomes transparent and the underlying colour 
becomes visible. 

Laser engraving
This finish is discreet and elegant, and used for 
exclusive demands. Extremely sharp contours and 
the delicate representation of the tiniest details 
make engraving very special.

Screen printing
The classic printing processes emphasises logos, slogans, text and motifs, using up 

to eight fresh colours. In order to ensure strong brightness and colours true 
to the original when using coloured fabric, a white undercoat is applied 

underneath the colour. The best possible quality and a long 
lifespan are always at the forefront. Price tip: A white 
undercoat is not required for white umbrella covers 

and/or the print colours silver, gold and black! 

individual individual individual 



Doming
The doming offers an impressive 3D effect in 
vivid colours for a particularly demanding, 

photo-realistic result. The high-quality 
finished surface is extremely durable. 

Whether you choose one colour or 
several, the price stays the same! 

Laser stickers
Simple, flexible and cost-effective: 

Laser stickers are ideal for individual 
personalisation. Available in two-colours and 
in many different shapes and sizes, they are 
eye-catching and have excellent adhesive 

strength.

Screen printing
The classic printing processes emphasises logos, slogans, text and motifs, using up 

to eight fresh colours. In order to ensure strong brightness and colours true 
to the original when using coloured fabric, a white undercoat is applied 

underneath the colour. The best possible quality and a long 
lifespan are always at the forefront. Price tip: A white 
undercoat is not required for white umbrella covers 

and/or the print colours silver, gold and black! 
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Art. 1149

a d 105 cm

Art. 1102

a d 105 cm

Loved

Reliable 

Low 
price

s
Practical

Var
ied

Stab
le

FARE® umbrellas – always worth every penny

Small budget, great results: Our inexpensive models are also 
characterised by their high quality standard and special windproof 
features, such as a more flexible frame with fibreglass elements for 
improved wind resistance. This means that they are usually undamaged 
when dropped. High quality materials ensure that your umbrella is  
used by the recipient for a very long time, and that its representation 
of your brand pays off in the long term!

AC regular umbrella

 � Stable fibreglass ribs

 � Plastic crook handle

AC regular umbrella

 � Modern design

 � Straight plastic handle

 � Lots of vivid colours

BudgetBudgetBudget
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Art. 5002

d 98 cm

Art. 5012

d 90 cm

a d 120 cm

Art. 2382

a d 105 cm

Art. 1162

Mini topless umbrella

 � Safety runner

 � Large selection of colours

Mini umbrella

 � Chrome plated steel shaft

 � Large advertising space on 7 panels

Good impact

High q
uality

Sophisticated 

Always the
re

Colo
urfu

l

AC golf umbrella

 � Also available in royal blue

 � Soft comfort grip

 � Handle suitable for laser engraving

AC regular umbrella

 � Mottled crook handle made of real wood

 � Handle and handle ring suitable for laser engraving

 � Lots of vivid colours

9



Art. 7112

a w d 105 cm

AC regular umbrella FARE®-Pure

 � Transparent cover and colourful elements

 � More light and vision in all weathers

 � High-quality polyethylene material

Colourful protection against a dull, rainy day

Set the tone with our colour palette – choose a bright red or a fresh 
petrol shade, or a whole rainbow. Dull, rainy days can quickly lead to a 
bad mood. Life is too short for boring umbrellas!

ColourfulColour
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Art. 4392

a w d 112 cm

Art. 4111

w d 115 cm

Art. 5601

z w d 123 cm

Art. 1115

a w d 105 cm

AC midsize umbrella

 � Two colour handle to match  

the cover

 � Popular midsize format

Midsize umbrella ALU light10 Colori 

 � As colourful as a rainbow, 

with 10 differently coloured panels

 � Stable and light, thanks to an aluminium shaft

AOC XL golf mini umbrella

 � Two colour handle to match the cover

 � XL pocket umbrella

Regular umbrella FARE®-Fashion AC

 � Consistently uniform colouring

 � Special colour selection (purple, mocha)

New!
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Art. 5460

z w d 97 cm

Art. 7580

a w d 130 cm

Art. 7560

a w d 105 cm

Mini umbrella FARE®-AOC

 � Colour co-ordinated cover and handle

 � 17 colours currently available

Alu golf umbrella FARE®-AC

 � Colour co-ordinated cover and handle

 � Light and stable aluminium shaft

Alu regular umbrella FARE®-AC

 � Colour co-ordinated cover and handle

 � Light and stable aluminium shaft

Top seller with an extensive 
range of colours

With a wide palette of fresh colours, 
the standard range offers the perfect 
selection for your brand management 
and your corporate design. The high 
contrast tones accentuate logos, 
slogans and images.

12



Art. 1159

a w d 105 cm

Art. 7119

a w d 105 cm

Art. 5560

a w d 100 cm

AC regular umbrella FARE® Doubleface

 � Attractive appearance with two colour cover

 � Coated on the inside

 � Double doming option – ideal for personalisation

AC regular umbrella FARE®-Collection

 � Silver coated outer canopy

 � Colourful interior canopy

 � Silver detail on the handle

Mini umbrella FARE®-AC

 � Wide range of colours available

 � Elegant soft touch handle with silver release button

13



Art. 5083

w d 98 cm

Art. 5483

z w d 97 cm

Mini umbrella FARE®-Mini Style

 � Surprising effect on opening

 � Coloured grip rings, ribs and seams

 � A low-cost introduction to the Style family

Mini umbrella FARE®-AOC-Mini Style

 � Full colour fibreglass ribs

 � Extremely stable and flexible frame

 � Comfortable sleeve with carrying strap

New!

Brand communication with surprising effects

If even the smallest detail is attended to with love, the overall picture 
is perfect. The features of the FARE® Style series are accentuated with 
colourful ribs, shafts, grip rings and seams. The deep anthracite fully 
highlights up to nine contrasting colours, and makes every model – from 
the pocket umbrella to the golf umbrella – a trendy accessory. Stopping 
and staring is expressly permitted! 

14



Art. 2383

a w d 130 cm

Art. 4783

a w d 112 cm

Art. 1083

a d 105 cm

AC golf umbrella FARE®-Style

 � Shaft, ribs and handle rings in contrasting colours

 � Top with colour ring

 � Double doming option – ideal for personalisation

AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Style

 � Shaft, ribs and handle rings in contrasting colours

 � Popular midsize format

 � Promotional Gift Award 2016

AC regular umbrella Colorline

 � A great look at an attractive price

 � Additional refinement of the release button possible

 � Handle suitable for laser engraving

New!
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Art. 7939

w q 100 × 100 cm

Golf umbrella FARE®-Square

 � Exclusive umbrella with uniform design

 � Suitable doming design for perfect finishing

 � Black anodised aluminium shaft

Square design in  
all aspects, from the 
handle to the tips

An umbrella doesn’t have  
to be round

The striking, almost square design of the cover 
makes them instantly recognisable – our 
umbrellas for anyone who loves an unusual 
design with rough edges. Designed down to the 
last detail, depending on the model, from the 
exclusive handle to the tips. Use a model from 
the FARE® Square family as a unique advertising 
medium, with which you will want to be seen!

New!

SQUARE
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Art. 2393

a w q 113 × 113 cm

Art. 1182

a w q 88 × 88 cm

Art. 5649

z w q 88 × 88 cm

AC golf umbrella Jumbo® XL Square Color

 � Double doming option – ideal for personalisation

 � Coloured shaft

AC regular umbrella FARE®-Collection Square

 � Cover with original Teflon™ fabric protector

 � Also available in royal blue

Mini umbrella FARE®-AOC Square

 � Double doming option – ideal for personalisation

 � Practical sleeve with square design

Square sleeve

17



Art. 5655

z w d 105 cm

Art. 5455

z w d 97 cm

Art. 7355

a w d 133 cm

AOC oversize mini umbrella FARE®-Gearshift

 � Exclusive gear stick handle

 � Cover with original Teflon™ fabric protector

AOC mini umbrella FARE® Profile

 � Handle and topper in tread design

 � Particularly technical look, thanks to light grey joints

AC golf umbrella FARE®-Profile

 � Handle and spike in tread design

 � Particularly technical look, thanks to light grey joints

Several industries focus on creative umbrella solutions, particularly in the 
automotive and mobility sectors. As well as wellknown car manufacturers, this 
includes suppliers, car dealerships, workshops, motorcycle dealers, parts dealers, 
special tool manufacturers, car rental companies and driving schools. With familiar 
designs and highquality materials, we immediately create a high identification and 
recognition potential, which attracts customers in the long term. This applies both 
to models from the standard range and to custom-made products. 

New!
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Art. 5410

z w d 97 cm

Art. 4399

a w d 115 cm

AOC mini umbrella

 � Attractive price

 � Extraordinary rhombic handle

AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Seam

 � Exterior panel seams with coloured piping

 � Matt/shiny divided soft-touch handle

Coloured panel seam piping ensures 
a very special look

Individuality, coherently designed

Many aspects of a good design are often only recognisable on closer inspection. Certain details 
blend harmoniously into the complete picture, and are noticeable during use as a result of good 
handling and sophisticated functions. FARE® umbrella designs are not off the peg. Instead, each 
individual model is tailored and specified. With the optimum mix of shape, colour and materials, 
we make your brand tangible for customers.

New!

DESIGNDESIGN



Art. 2339

a w d 133 cm

Art. 2985

a w d 130 cm

Art. 5402

z w d 99 cm

AC golf umbrella Fibermatic XL Vent

 � Stable fibreglass shaft

 � Overlapping ventilation cover

 � Handle in a special golf design

AC golf umbrella Fibermatic XL

 � Extremely stable

 � Fibreglass shaft and ribs

AOC mini umbrella

 � Elegant round hook handle

 � Classic design

New!
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Art. 5690

z w d 105 cm

Art. 5780

w d 97 cm

Art. 5606

z w d 124 cm

AOC oversize mini umbrella Magic Windfighter

 � Large diameter

 � Cover with original Teflon™ fabric protector

Alu umbrella Mini Windfighter

 � Very light

 � Cover with original Teflon™ fabric protector

 � Aluminium frame with titanium finish

AOC golf mini umbrella Jumbomagic Windfighter

 � Extraordinarily large diameter

 � Cover with original Teflon™ fabric protector

Storm-proof advertising 

Our classic designs are guaranteed to take the market by storm. Quality never goes out of fashion. Prominent 
examples are the reliable FARE® Windfighter models, which have a particularly sturdy design: Thanks to the 
windproof system, they remain flexible, so that they can be turned inside out in the event of strong gusts of 
winds, and can easily be folded back up again without damage.

classics
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Art. 5380 z w d 103 cm

Electrical mini umbrella FARE-iAuto

 � A technical highlight!

 � Powerful rechargeable battery, can open and fold up 

the umbrella up to 150 times

 � Includes top quality gift tube

A stylish design is guaranteed

A high-quality umbrella is more than just a rain cover:  
Designed in muted colours and boasting fine details, it becomes  

a stylish accessory for meetings, or indicates genuine appreciation 
as a top-class gift. Our range offers various types of umbrella 

which meet the highest standards thanks to their  
quality and refinement. 

One-handed operation

Opens and closes automatically!
Click here to see a grat video…

elegant

22
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Art. 5605 z w d 124 cm

Art. 7295 a d 120 cm

Art. 4704 w d 115 cm

Art. 1130 a d 107 cm

AOC golf mini umbrella Jumbomagic 

Windfighter FARE®-Exclusive

 � Especially elegant, thanks to black woven design

 � Leather applications and chrome-plated details

 � Cover with original Teflon™ fabric protector

AC alu golf umbrella FARE®-Exclusive

 � Especially elegant, thanks to black woven design

 � Leather applications and chrome-plated details

 � Cover with original Teflon™ fabric protector

Midsize umbrella FARE®-Exklusiv 60th Edition

 � Cover with woven design and Teflon™ fabric protector

 � End-to-end real wood shaft with a mottled look

 � Chrome plated elements

AC regular umbrella FARE®-Classic

 � Octagonal shaft and spike

 � Light grey fibreglass ribs

 � Special design with 10 panels

Individually packed in a 
high-quality gift box

For fans of the classic art of  
umbrella making

Modern technology in a classic design
23



Art. 7709

Art. 7704

a w q 107 × 117 cm

Art. 5077

w d 105 cm

a w d 130 cm

AC golf umbrella FARE®-Stretch 360

 � Automatic extension of the cover at all panels

 � Better protection overall, but just 84 cm long when folded

 � Additional large advertising space

AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Stretch

 � Automatic extension of the cover at three panels

 � Targeted protection for friends, bags and backpacks

 � Just 88 cm long when folded

Oversize mini umbrella FARE®-Shine

 � Manually opened using a safety runner 

 � Projection lamp in the handle

You can project your personal 
logo from here

Additional protection  
if necessary

New!

New!

Project your company logo directly onto 
the ground from the umbrella handle 
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Art. 5199

w d 98 cm

Art. 5415

z w d 105 cm

Art. 7715

w d 109 cm

AOC mini umbrella FARE®-Contrary

 � Inverted opening and folding mechanism

Regular umbrella FARE®-Contrary

 � Inverted opening and folding mechanism

 � Can be dried standing on the tips, to save space

Mini umbrella FARE®-Exzenter

 � Offset steel shaft for optimal luggage protection

 � Decorative colouring on the top, handle ring and strap

When folding, the wet side  
is pulled inwards

FARE® umbrellas are surprisingly different

If you are looking for brand representation with a true wow factor, you cannot go wrong with a FARE® umbrella. 
From its asymmetrical design, which shelters backpacks and handbags from the rain, to the „inverted“ folding 

mechanism which makes it possible to climb into the car dry, our range offers innovative models, which stand out 
due to their cleverness and user-friendliness. 

New!
New!

extraordinaryextraordinary
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Art. 5547

a w d 100 cm

Art. 7471

a w d 120 cm

Mini umbrella FARE®-AC Plus

 � New colour: Also available in neon yellow

 � Silver reflex piping on the cover and sleeve

 � More protection, even when dry

AC golf umbrella FARE®-Reflex

 � Fully reflective exterior coating with high reflection value

 � Silver applications on the handle

New!
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Art. 7905

a w d 112 cm

AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Switch

 � Safety and fun rolled into one!

 � Silver reflex piping

 � Li-ion battery with micro USB charge 

connector in the handle

One of seven colours, or two different colour
change speeds can be selected

FARE® Umbrellas – Visibly Better 

Wet, rainy roads, fog and dim lighting make pedestrians almost 
invisible – especially if they are wearing dark clothes.  

Thanks to selected umbrella models with special safety features, 
nobody will disappear into the darkness. Safety does not have  

to be boring. That is why we have added a futuristic highlight to  
our range: the new FARE® Switch, which with its light-up  

shaft is also sure to draw attention at night! 

New!
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Art. 5699

z w d 105 cm

Art. 6902

w d 77 cm

AOC oversize mini umbrella Magic Windfighter Carbon

 � Stylish soft touch handle with carbon style details

 � Cover with original Teflon™ fabric protector

 � Silver reflex piping

Children's safety umbrella FARE®-Kids

 � Simple and safe use

 � Silver reflex piping and safety runner

28



Art. 7571

a d 105 cm

Art. 5171

w d 98 cm

Art. 5471

z w d 97 cm

AC regular umbrella Safebrella® LED

 � Opens automatically at the push of a button

Mini umbrella Safebrella® LED light

 � Manually opened using a safety runner

AOC mini umbrella Safebrella® LED

 � Opens and closes at the push of a button

Other Safebrella® models available

An extra safety measure

The models in the Safebrella® family are designed with special details. The 
corners are made of original 3MTM ScotchliteTM reflective material, and reflect 
the light. Some umbrellas feature an LED light, which is integrated into the 
handle, and can improve visibility on the road.
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Art. 5095

w d 98 cm

Art. 5429

z w d 98 cm

Mini umbrella ÖkoBrella

 � Cover and handle made of recycled plastic

 � Manually opened using a safety runner

AOC mini umbrella ÖkoBrella

 � Cover made of recycled plastic

 � Comfortable bamboo handle

 � Compostable packaging, and hangtag 

made of recycled paper

… and made into 
granules.

Then heated and melted to create 

a polyester fibre …
… that can be woven into material to cover our ÖkoBrella!

Plastic waste is collected, 
cleaned …

Bamboo provides a su
stainable 

material for the ha
ndle.

Eco-friend
ly  

 packaging

Sustainable 

advertisin
g
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Art. 5593

a w d 100 cm

Art. 7719

w d 109 cm

Art. 3330A

a d 105 cm

AC mini umbrella FARE®-Nature

 � Interior cover with coloured transfer-printed motif

 � Exterior side coated with UPF 50+

FARE®-Contrary

 � Inverted opening and folding mechanism

 � Interior lining with a cloud design

 � Can be dried standing on the tips, to save space

AC woodshaft regular umbrella

 � Interior lining with full surface constellation design

 � End-to-end real wood shaft and handle

A good mood on the go

Many FARE® umbrellas are true friends of nature, such as the Nature models, which invite 
you to take a relaxing walk in the woods or to go on a wander through a metropolis, thanks 
to photorealistic motifs on the interior. Or how about the FARE®-Contrary, which transports 
the user to sunnier climes when the rain is pouring down? And for those who are 
passionate about environmental protection, there is the sustainable ÖkoBrella. Take social 
responsibility into your own hands! 

When folding, the wet 
side is pulled inwards

New!

NATURENATURE
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Art. 6139

w d 147 cm

Art. 8200

d 177 cm

Art. 8180

d 165 cm

Beach parasol Travelmate Camper

 � Suitable for suitcases, thanks to 

two-part lower shaft

 � Sun protection factor UPF 50+

 � Can also be used as an umbrella

Parasol M

 � Modern design with frame with 

titanium finish

 � Large diameter without flounce

 � With turning lock and carrying case

Parasol S

 � Classic design with frame with 

titanium finish

 � Flounce with space for promotional 

labelling

 � With turning lock and carrying case

FARE® – also essential for fun in the sun

We are always there for you and your customers – and not just when it rains. Our sophisticated products also offer 
a great deal of creative scope and clearly visible advertising space in good weather. Our sturdy parasols with a light 
protection factor of 50+, the quick-drying microfibre towel and the colourful Travelmate Beach Shopper complete  
our comprehensive range, and are the perfect way of drawing attention to your brand on the beach.

beachlife
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Art.  90120 (L)

Art. 90150 (XL)

Art. 9115

m 43 × 40 cm

m 120 × 60 cm

m 150 × 80 cm

Microfiber handtowel L / XL

 � Very light and fast-drying

 � STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® certified

 � Water absorption up to 3 times its own weight

Travelmate beach shopper

 � Beach/shopping bag with a lot of storage space

 � With zipped inner pocket, phone pocket and bottle holder

Ideal for sports, 
leisure and travel
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Unique umbrellas are always special

Whether you choose a tried-and-tested model with classic finishing or would like 
to surprise your customers, employees and guests with a little boldness, creativity 
and a certain lead time with an individual custom-made product, you will quickly 
and reliably receive a promotionally-effective overall package from FARE®.

Cover colours and materials
Have you chosen a model, but want it in a different colour? 

Or would you like one or more differently-coloured panels to 

break up a monotonous design? Your ideas can be realised 

quickly and easily with our 17 standard colours. We can also 

produce the cover fabric in your custom colour.

Wetlook
The wetlook printing technique gives umbrellas a surprising 

appearance. Although the umbrella looks completely neutral 

when dry, its true beauty is revealed when it rains. When it gets 

wet, the customisable wetlook design appears on the canopy!

Do you have an idea?
Are you looking for an umbrella that stands out from the crowd thanks to 

its individual design? If it’s technically possible, we can make it for you! 

Discuss your ideas with your advertising consultant, who will be happy to 

help you and advise on any feasibility issues.

When wetWhen dry

uniqueUniqueUnique
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Art. 1115UK

Art. 1115UKA

a w d 105 cm

a w d 105 cm

All-over printing
All-over printing offers a virtually borderless advertising space. Virtually anything is possible, 

from a full surface printed cover, to a continuous motif over several panels, or completely 

borderless printing as part of special production. Our tip: For orders of 48 units or more, your 

request can be realised at our European production facilities within 3-4 weeks after approval, 

at the inclusive price without initial costs! 

Our umbrella construction kit
The special production of a custom-made advertising 

umbrella that perfectly characterises your company offers 

practically unlimited creative freedom.

AC regular umbrella FARE®-Allover

 � Seamless cover

 � No fit inaccuracies

 � Black piping

AC regular umbrella FARE®-Allover

 � Sewn panels, borderless printing

 � Fit inaccuracies possible

 � Perfect fit

Cover material and colour

Finishing

Opening mechanism Handle material and types

Umbrella shaft

Umbrella frame

Coating and finishing

For custom designs, individual minimum quantities (usually from 624 units) are required, 
and there is a delivery time of at least 3 months after order approval.
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Ten good reasons why you 
should use a FARE® umbrella 
to advertise your brand:

1. Effective Your brand or message is widely publicised

2. Useful Always with real added value

3.  Versatile Whether as a present, as a merchandising article, or for sales promotion

4.  Flexible Plenty of scope for creative ideas and individual design, both subtle or striking

5.  Durable Enduring advertising impact for months and
years due to high-quality materials

6.  Striking Very few other promotional items offer so much
space in which to showcase your brand

7.  Stylish From the cheery colours to the tone-on-tone details –
umbrellas are true fashion accessories

8.  Emotional Umbrellas are a tactile form of advertising,
which appeal to all the senses and therefore promote emotional attachment

9. Cheap Make a great advertising impact, even with a small budget

10.  Excellent Many models have won various awards for their design,
sustainability and originality




